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Hicks: “Strains Which Will Not Soon Be Allowed to Die . . .”: “The Stran

strains which will not soon
be allowed to die
the stranger and carthage jail
michael hicks

four years after his death james montgomery 1771 1854
beloved as the christian poet of the nineteenth century was
celebrated in a leading methodist journal
his poetry has stood the
test of searching criticism and he has left some strains which will not
soon be allowed to die in silence I montgomery himself had been
sober minded and pragmatic in estimating the worth of his own
more soberminded
verse when asked by an attorney which of his poems would survive
he replied none sir then added
unless it be a few of my
hymns 2 it would have certainly surprised this moravian bard to
see the fate of one of his more obscure devotional poems one he
probably never meant to be sung his small work beginning A poor
wayfaring man of grief
travelled to america was set to a
methodist episcopal tune altered in the frontier folk hymn tradition
and finally immortalized by its performance at the carthage illinois
jail because of the events surrounding that performance latter day
1

saints will doubtless preserve and enshrine this poem in song long
after montgomery s other works have faded
himself twice imprisoned for his politics james montgomery
wrote in december 1826 the beginnings of a poem he would title
the stranger and his friend two months later he described the
occasion of its composition in a letter to a lady friend s brother
except the first verse composed in the dark in the coach on the morning
that I1 set out from sheffield to york the sketch was written with
pencil on a scrap of blank paper which I1 found in my pocket while I1 was
travelling
alone in a chaise from whitby to scarborough on that
velling
tra
tempestuous saturday ten days before christmas these stanzas so
inspired by vapours clouds and storms on the wild and melancholy
michael hicks is a doctoral candidate at the university of illinois at urbana
I1 am grateful to dean C
suggesting
jessee
ng several sources which were of help in preparing this article
essec
essee for suggest
cCJ
ressee
cjessee
Metho
methodist
alst quarterly review 40 january 1858 165
aist
caroline leonard goodenough high lights on hymnists and their hymns rochester mass published
by author 1931

p 144
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moors along that lofty coast were afterwards painfully yet pleasantly
elaborated in my walks during the short stay which 1I made at scarborough
and 1I shall never forget the accomplishment of the fourth verse which
twas night the floods were out
begins
on the height
of olivers mountain on a gloomy threatening afternoon which
naturally made me anticipate the horrors of such a night as is there
described 3

once he had finished the poem montgomery

as was his custom

sent copies to friends for their comments encouraged by their
response he published the poem sometime in the following months
of 1827 4 within a decade the poem was available throughout
britain and america in various editions of his collected works
ironically the poet never included the poem among his hymn texts
he intended the stranger and his friend to stand alone as a
devotional narrative
montgomery s hymns and poems enjoyed a vogue among all
christian denominations because of their simple portrayal of traditional values in usually clear images and handy rhymes hence his
poetry was often reprinted in christian periodicals and anthologized
in verse collections and yearbooks
year books of miscellany such as the forget
me not
bof 5 although the latter day saints in the 1830s and 1840s
nof
were endeavoring to create a mormon poetry often by adapting
well known secular lyrics they too were attracted to montgomery s
work
indeed montgomery became the single most frequently
published non mormon poet in the newspapers of nauvoo 6
among the sectarian newspapers that occasionally published
montgomery s poems was the methodist episcopal organ of new
york the cat
istian advocate A prominent contributor to that
Cht
christian
paper and for many years its assistant editor was a british emigrant
churchman and amateur musician george coles 1792 1858
in
1835 probably while he was living in poughkeepsie new york
reverend coles composed a modest straightforward tune which he
named for one of the venerable congregations in new york city a
church where he occasionally guest preached
duane street this
tune was but one of the dozens he composed but it is the only one
rowntree
trec 28 february 1827 in john holland and james everett
james montgomery to george Rown
james montgomery 7 vols london longman brown green and
jamef
the life and writings ofjames
memoirs odthe
of jgmes
of fhe
ofthe
longmans 1855 56 4191 92
montgomery as was customary usually published his poems in newspapers or other journals before they
were collected into books
5forget
borget
forget me not A christmas and new year s present ed frederic schaberl
shaberl london R ackermann
and co 1829 at least one of montgomery s poems the press made its way into nauvoo through this
source see nauvoo neighbor 1I november 1843
wasp 20 august 1842
asee
ee for example the crucifixion
friendship love and truth times
6see
and seasons 6927 and the grave nauvoo neighbor 23 august 1843
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that seems to have caught on and that still survives in contemporary
hymnody 7 the tune has set many texts jesus thou from whom
robe of righteousness and the
all 8 looking unto jesus
placed are but a few although it is not clear whether coles
hiding place9
originally had montgomery
montgomeryss poem in mind as a text for his tune
duane street became associated with the stranger and his
friend from its earliest days the joining of coles s music with
montgomery s words resulted in a song known as the stranger 10 a
ballad which found its way into the american singing school tradition
the stranger became the basis for the song sung by john taylor
at carthage jail and eventually transcribed into LDS hymnals as
A poor wayfaring man of grief
the frontier singing schools of the nineteenth century which
helped the song evolve into its present form differed sharply from
their earlier counterparts the first singing schools had been founded
by eighteenth century american protestants who concerned about
slovenly congregational singing habits wanted to foster the technique
of regular singing and discourage the old way of singing
regular singing followed the printed versions of tunes while the old
way toyed with their rhythm embellished their pitch structures and
freely inflected the tunes according to oral traditions
the singing
schools were meant to curb the oral traditions into more precise
and rigid forms bound to the printed page schools usually met one
or two nights a week for several weeks during that time the local
congregational chorister taught the rudiments of music reading
and proper vocal technique and rehearsed the choir of students in
buguing pieces at the
part songs usually hymns anthems and fuguing
culmination of the school the students gave a public concert
katherine
therme smith diehl hymn tunes an index new york scarecrow press 1966 who
according to Ka
m only one see
surveys seventy eight widely used hymnals of recent years the tune duane street appears in
survey
A poor wayfaring man of grief both in its text and in its tune is unique to the LDS hymnal
n 8
in diehl s work it appears as hymn 153 in the current LDS hymnal
among those indexed m
although duane street his most popular tune remains rather obscure reverend coles was quite
prominent in his day as a lecturer journalist and author of several books including the popular heroines of
half of the century and three autobiographical
methodism which went through many editions in the second halfofthe
works A brief summary of coles s life and career can be found in samuel A seaman annals ofnew
of new york
ofner
methodism
ap 251 52 see also the obituary in minutes of
baton 1892 pp
tm 1766 1890 new york hunt and eaton
Method
fae methodist episcopal church for the year 1858 new york carlton and
the
the annual conferences odthe
of fhe
poner 1858 pp
porter
coless
ap 148 49 there is no available account of the composition of duane street
ofmy
incidents ofay
of my later years which might shed some light is regrettably missing from its only known location
the library of congress in my youthful days new york lane & scott 1852 coles constantly quotes
montgomery whom he refers to as my favorite bard p 65
songs ofpraise
of praise london oxford university press 1926

toe
the baptist hymn and tune book philadelphia the bible and publication society

1873

nos 412

434 and 527

othe
denson
the coles montgomery song was called the stranger according to original sacred harp demon
Cu nman
Uman ala sacred harp publishing company 1971 p 164 1I have found no published
revision cullman
versions of the song under that name nearly every publication refers to the coles montgomery song simply
as duane street
isaac woodbury s lute ofzion 1853 names it poor wayfaring man
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however by the late eighteenth century these church sponsored
fre elance schools run by itinerant
singing schools were giving way to freelance
singers often troubadours
trouba dours who tended to stay closer to the old way of
singing by the early nineteenth century these itinerant singing
schools were on the wane in their homeland new england and the
eastern states but were flourishing in the south and on the frontier
mid century by which time singing
they reached their zenith around midcentury
schools had probably become the chief means of disseminating new
sacred and devotional songs to frontier religious groups
while the singing school masters were roaming through western
illinois a few of mormon nauvoo s leading musicians were attempting
to extend and elevate musical science in their city 11 gustavus
nauvoo sponsored the
hills professor of music at the university of
ofnauvoo
foundation of a new musical lyceum four days before christmas 1841
1841
the lyceum took as its texts lowell mason s manual of instruction
and porters cyclopedia of music written under masons direction 12
sacred harp
both of these texts as well as mason s sacredharp
haro which was later
sold at the times and seasons office 13 were part of the boston
musical academy s campaign against unscientific methods of
music instruction and folk entrenched musical repertoire but the
musical lyceum at nauvoo undoubtedly had an uphill climb ahead
the tunes sung by the nauvoo choir reveal that the folk hymn
tradition and singing school repertoire spurned by mason s boston
academy were very much alive in nauvoo 14 and the prophetjoseph
prophet joseph
who organized the first choir in the church
was a
smith
constant attendant at their singing schools reports joseph young 15
popular folk hymn tune books like B F white s sacred harp
1844 besides bringing together songs for congregational singing
often contained sections consisting principally of pieces used in
singing schools and societies
it was in this section of white s
sacredharp
sacred narp
harp collection that the stranger first saw print under the
As was customary the melody
title of the tune duane street
appeared in the tenor line framed by a treble harmonization above
and a foundational bass line below on the following page is the
sacred harp but without its shaped note
tune as it appeared in the sacredharp
notation
Seasons 3666
times and
andseasons
ibid
see the long running back page ads in the nauvoo neighbor in 1843
see for example the nauvoo choir and band concert program published in the nauvoo neighbor
26 february 1845 the folk hymn tunes are jerusalem
denmark and heavenly vision
1515joseph young
the seventies salt lake city deseret news steam printthe
history odthe
joseph
fre organization odthe
of tre
of fhe
ing establishment 1878 p 15
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this tune strongly suggests yet differs from the tune sung by john
taylor at carthage and throughout his life

vjI
1

v

hi

3

j

1

a
i

1

J

0

tf

F
ft

i

u

A
way far ing
poorway
lag man of grief hath often crossed me on my way
1 poor
doorway
pdorway

who sued so humbly for re lief

uv

h

ft
1I

r Hr

ft

9

fr
4

answer nay

that 1I could never
fa

9

1

1I

P

i

f

had not power to ask his namewhither
name whither he went or whence he came

fe

H

r ha
h5

ces
1

I
1

i

I1

yet there was something in his eye that won my love 1I knew not why

though their

keys are a

half step apart A A flat and their

meters are different the similarities in pitch and phrase structure are
certainly strong enough to identify duane street with A poor
wayfaring man of grief as it appears in the LDS hymnal the differences
feren ces may be accounted for in several ways As with all folk music
the printed versions of these frontier hymns were often only general
guides for performance rough patterns with which great liberties
were taken even significant differences in meter such as exist between duane street 4444 and poor wayfaring man 6688 were
not uncommon in song variants
all Is well for example which
appears also in white s sacred harp in 44 appeared just two years
earlier in the anonymous revival melodies in 6 8 16 the same tune
appearing presently in LDS hymnals as come come ye saints
even mixes 3344 and 444
444
4.44. to this day among sacred harp circles the
modern descendants of the singing schools and harbingers of the old
way of singing no printed musical text is considered the arbiter of
singing practice
see david W music

A

new source for the tune all is well

the hymn

29

april

1978

76 82
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that john
although 1I have found no direct evidence thatjohn
tJohn taylor learned
tha

the song in a singing school there is reason to conclude he probably
learned the song by ear first then as now the great majority
folksong
song repertoire of which the stranger was a part was
of the folk
sacred harp
transmitted orally second white s sacredharp
hart was not published
until late in june 1844 after the june jailing at carthage it is
conceivable that a loose
leaf printing of the song could have made its
looseleaf
way into nauvoo earlier than that but again with folk music the
printed version usually appears after the oral version
faithful
reliance on the printed page is a recent phenomenon in most sacred
and devotional singing despite the efforts of our protestant progenitors
folksingers it remains a rare phenomenon
and among authentic folksingers
in any case what john taylor sang at carthage jail was no doubt
from memory on that occasion songs like rumors have a way
sung
sungfrom
of changing in the transmission the whole history of music confirms
this one can only speculate on the embellishments and variations he
himself may have contributed to the song he learned in nauvoo but
perhaps not surprisingly in view of the influx of british culture at
nauvoo the flowing triadic melody of A poor wayfaring man of
grief seems to have a distinctly british flavor peculiarly reminiscent
of english and irish folk and show tunes
we may never know exactly how the altered coles tune set
with montgomery s poem entered the mormon musical scene at
nauvoo certain details of its performance at carthage however
need clarification as the secondary literature reveals some or all of
these points of detail frequently a little clouded by misunderstanding appear in every secondary recounting of the carthage singing
episode 1I have encountered17
encountered17
1I
the song was popular in nauvoo
2
the song was initially sung at the request of either the
prisoners en masse or joseph smith himself
3
the song was sung to cheer up the prisoners
4 john taylor sang all fourteen verses
5
when he had finished singing john taylor was asked
by joseph or hyrum to sing the song again
leonard
LeonardJJ arrington and davis bitton the mormon experience new york alfred A knopf 1979
p 81 ivan
barren joseph smith and the restoration provo brigham young university press 1982
ivanj
ivanaJ barrett
Iaie city deseret book 1963 p 417 frances
lake
p 613 pearson H corbett hyrum smith patriarch salt 1ake
godsaksait
M gibbons joseph smith martyr prophet of
Sah
salt lake city deseret book 1977 p 346 donna
oGo
060
Y
doubleday 1977 p 414 E cecil mcgavin
hill joseph smith the first mormon garden city N
NY
nauvoo the beautiful
salt lake city stevens & wallis 1946 pp
ap 130 136 joseph fielding smith essen
sait
beautifulsalt
rials in church history salt lake
uke city deseret book 1971 p 315 M R werner brigham young new
york harcourt brace and company 1925 ap
jr kingdom ofthe
pp 177 78 and ray B west
westjr
of the saints the
odthe
sroy
mormons new york viking press 195
ofbrigbam
story
stoy of bangham
bngham young and the cormons
19577 pp
ap 141 422
7

ogosah
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A careful reading of john

taylors own published account of the

episode and other relevant documents clears up some of these points
and gives a fairly sharp picture of what happened
was the song in fact popular in nauvoo determining the
popularity of any song or piece of music is always vexing to the
musicologist with so called serious music there are some clues one
may examine concert programs newspaper reviews publication
statistics and so on with folk music there are no such indices of use
the stranger does not appear in verse nor is it mentioned by
any of its known titles in newspaper accounts of musical events in
nauvoo neither can 1I find any evidence the song was published
anywhere prior to the carthage jailing these facts do not prove that
the song was not popular but they cannot confirm it was
if we look for evidence in taylors account we find only the
barest implication that the song was well known john taylor knew it
and sang it twice both times apparently by request as I1 will show
later the men at carthage jail that afternoon may have been more
or less representative of the tastes of the nauvoo public at that time
but john taylor relates simply that he sang a song that had lately
been introduced into nauvoo 18 in light of the known evidence
all we can safely say is that the song was fairly new at nauvoo very
popular at carthage jail on 27 june 1844 and that it grew in popularity
in the coming years
cheerrhe
the others not exactly
cheerhe
did john taylor intend the song to chee
zhe
the song as he explains it was more or less an expression of their
common anxieties As songs at their best always do this ballad
distilled the sensations of the moment into a simple tale with an
infectious tune
we

of us felt unusually dull and languid with a remarkable
depression of spirits
in consonance with those feelings 1I sang a
song that had lately been introduced into nauvoo entitled A poor
wayfaring
wayering man of grief etc
the song is pathetic and the tune quite plaintive and was very
much in accordance with our feelings at the time for our spirits were all
depressed dull and gloomy and surcharged with indefinite ominous
all

forebodings

19

it may also be that the prisoners strongly identified with that verse
most relevant to their situation
carr
cd B H roberts 2d
ad ed
larter day saints ed
joseph smith jr history of the church oflesus
carl st ofiatter
of latter
ofjesus christ
7 vols
10 1 hereafter cited as history of the church
salt lake city deseret book co 1970 77101
191bid
ibid

18

rev

1
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in prison I1 saw him next condemned
to meet a traitor s doom at morn
the tide of lying tongues I1 stemmed
and honored him mid shame and scorn
my friendships utmost zeal to try
he asked if 1I for him would die
the flesh was weak my blood ran chill
but the free spirit cried 1 I will

the
indeed according to the amalgamated history odthe
taf church account
of tae
of that afternoon willard richards used language and sentiments
similar to that expressed in this stanza
if you

are condemned to be hung for treason I1 will be hung in your
stead and you should go free
joseph said you cannot
the
doctor replied 1 I will 20

the

others present that afternoon certainly had demonstrated in
deed if not in word the same willingness and utmost zeal
if the
song cheered them at all it was in its promise of eventual revelation
and reward as tokens for their sacrifice
the notion that john taylor sang all fourteen verses arises
from the peculiar quatrain versification given in the history of the
church 21 the song and the montgomery poem both consist of seven
eight line stanzas pyper and cornwall echoing him both err in
stating that the original poem was published in four eight line
stanzas 22 they were probably thinking of its appearance in the
LDS psalmody where it did have only four verses
but their error
raises the worthwhile question of how many verses john taylor might
actually have sung the original sacred harp printing 1844 gives
only the first verse one of its direct descendants the hesperian
harp 1848 gives five verses an 1883 version also has four verses 23
it was apparently not uncommon for singers to drop some of the inner
verses as long as the climactic final verse could round off the text
john taylor singing from memory a song probably learned by ear
may well have sung less on that occasion than the complete text
printed in the current LDS hymnal
however many verses he sang the chronology of their performance
remains unclear willard richards mentions the song only once
after the 315 PM notation in his diary the attack on the jail of
course according tojohn
cojohn
to john taylors bullet stopped watch took place at
ibid 6616
21
ibid 6614 15
1961
225
1961 p 172
of our mormon hymns salt lake city deseret book co iggi
J spencer cornwall stories ofour
olour
235
aclaske ed franklin square song collection 8 vols new york harper & brothers
J P mccaskey
85
18811 851

342
mal
val
ral
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about 527
327 PM wilford woodruff supervising in the compilation of
527
5 6 proposed that john taylor as the
1856
the history of the church in 18
only living survivor write a definitive account in a letter written to
john taylor in the summer of that year wilford woodruff specifically
asked him to clear up the particulars of when the repetition was sung
you sang A poor wayfaring man of grief at quarter past 3 ppm
m of the
27th was it joseph or hyrum who requested you to repeat it 1I have
always understood that you no sooner finished singing it the second
time than the firing commenced if so there must have been a con24
facts24
siderable interval between the two exercises what were the facts

john taylor in his final account relates only that the space between
kingings was a lapse of some time 25 so the song appears
the two singings
to have been repeated not immediately after the first time through
as is sometimes suggested but rather at some unspecified time within
the slightly more than two hours that followed before the shooting
began
it is surely not the intrinsic worth of the song that assures its
durability among latter day saints but rather its connection with the
prophets death it has gained its reputation as a song endeared
to joseph and requested by him in his last hours the evidence
however weighs against this belief
hand information
firsthand
there are of course essentially two sources for first
on the singing incident at carthage the two survivors of the attack
willard richards and john taylor willard richards in his diary of
that afternoon records simply taylor sang poor wayfaring man of
grief 26 when the diary was being prepared for publication in the
mid 1850s
that joseph requested a repeat
1830s the statement was added thatjoseph
of the song it was known that the song had been repeated and
legend was already ascribing the request it be sung again to joseph
smith
john taylor endeavored to set the record straight in a commemorative
discourse on the tenth anniversary of the martyrdom
his own
recollection as the principle figure in the whole affair was that
hyrum had requested the song both times I remember bro hyrum
requested me to sing a poor way faring man of grief which 1I done he
2nd time 27 two years after this discourse john
requested it the and
taylor prepared his extensive written recollection of the incidents at
1

30 june 1856 manuscript is in possession of the historical departwilford woodruff to john taylor 30junc
ment of the church of jesus christ of latter day saints hereafter cited as church archives
25histoly
history odthe
of the church 7101
26 26willard richards diary 27
willard
27june
june 1844 church archives
27john
54 transcript in church archives
1854
john taylor discourse of 27 june 18
24 24wilford
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carthage there he fails to mention hyrum s initial request but gives
further details on his second request
after a lapse of some time brother hyrum requested me again to sing
that song 1I replied brother hyrum 1I do not feel like singing when
he remarked
spirit of it

oh

at

never mind commence singing and you will get the
his request I1 did so 28

it would not have been uncharacteristic of joseph to ask for a
song indeed writes benjamin F johnson joseph was fond of
various informal entertainments
but to call for the singing of one
or more of his favorite songs was more frequent 29 in the case of
A poor wayfaring man of grief however there is no evidence
joseph did so much less that this song was his favorite hymn or
any other such appellation as occasionally attaches itself to it 30
mormons need not diminish the songs place in their
even so cormons
hearts by whatever name it is known the stranger still occupies
a crucial moment in one of the most solemn hours in mormon history its tune brings to modern tastes the flavor of a rich and bygone
devotional tradition more importantly its poetic text remains one of
the finest expositions of the principles jesus expounded and to which
montgomery referred in his superscription to the stranger and his

friend

ye have done it unto me

matt 2540
2340

the church 7101 2
history of
odthe
an
19b
B F johnson to george gibbs published in dean R zimmermann 1I knew the prophets
tim
the letter of ofbenjamin
joseph smith
analysis odthe
benjamen
benjamin
of tem
ofthe
beniamen F johnson to george F gibbs reporting doctrinal views of ofjoseph
Brigham
B bigham
igham young bountiful utah horizon publishers 1976 p 19
andbrigham
and
see mcgavin nauvoo the beautiful pp
ap 130 136
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